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For solidarity contributions based on global flows

Supporting households vulnerable to climate extreme events and losses

This report refects ideas and suggestons that have been debated in the group and led to a general

consensus. Each suggeston does not necessarily consttute an endorsement of each member.

The One Planet Lab is a space for world-renowned experts to refect on litle-explored issues and

instruments, to ponder out of the box and feed the formal groups of the Summit with innovatve ideas.

It demonstrates that practcal solutons are available to address the fnancing gap for adaptaton and

loss and damage in developing countries.

1. Context and diagnosis: why focusing on additonal funding for adaptaton and loss & damage?

 Since the launch of the frst COPs, internatonal fnancing for the ecological and climate transiton in

developing and emerging countries has intensifed and increased in nominal terms, mainly through three
channels: i) public funds from OECD countries, either directly or v i a internatonal organisatons; ii)
investments from private companies; and iii) fnancing from developing or emerging countries themselves,

for the largest part. In 2020, global climate fnance fows reached USD 632bn, of which nearly USD 83bn1

came from developed countries to developing countries, bilaterally or multlaterally, compared to USD 52bn
in 2013. Despite this growth, funding remains largely insufcient and below commitments. To comply with
the Paris Agreement objectves, annual fnancing fows in developing countries would need to be around
USD 2,300bn annually (OECD and IPCC). 

In response to the scarcity of funding to achieve mitgaton, adaptaton, response to loss and damage
associated with the adverse efects of climate change, development and ecological transiton fnancing seem
to be increasingly opposed to each other in multlateral forums. Internatonal development fnancing is
indeed also largely insufcient compared to the needs. Nominal ODA has never been so high in the world
(USD 204bn in 2022) but the annual needs amount to nearly USD 2,000bn to reach the 2030 UN
Sustainable Development Goals. Other internatonal crises, such as the war in Ukraine, are generatng new
fnancial needs that also compete with internatonal development and green transiton funding. 

In additon to this diagnosis, this funding does not respond to the pressing need for vulnerable countries
to face the already concrete and dramatc efects of climate change. Only 25% of global climate
investment is directed to South Asia, Latn America and Africa, while human mortality from weather and

1� OECD (2022), Aggregate Trends of Climate Finance Provided and Mobilised by Developed Countries in 2013-2020



climate extreme events was 15 tmes higher in these regions, compared to regions with low vulnerability
(IPCC). According to Centre for Global Development, just 5.37% of the USD$50 billion that donors have put
into climate funds administered by the World Bank have gone to the 10 most climate vulnerable economies.
However, reforms ofen target problems of middle and high-income developing countries, increasing the
fnancing gap of low-income countries, generally most afected by climate extreme events. In turn, “the
greatest gains in wellbeing could come from prioritzing climate risk reducton for low-income and
marginalised communites, including people living in informal setlements. Insufcient and misaligned
fnance is holding back progress.” (IPCC). 

As concrete cases in point, a country like New Zealand, which has access to a developed insurance market

and benefts from a high credit ratng, has no difculty in fnancing its adaptaton or losses related to the

recent hurricane. In contrast, Pakistan has only raised USD10bn in pledges and loans out of the USD16bn

needed to fnance uninsured food damage, in a context of limited fscal space because of a very high level of

debt and interest payments. The same applies for Malawi afer a recent devastatng cyclone which damaged

half of the country, with extremely low insurance coverage.

Therefore, developing countries afected by the dire consequences of climate change need additonal

fnancing for adaptaton, and access to emergency funding to respond to loss and damage, as already

highlighted in the report of the Independent High-Level Expert Group on Climate Finance2 and the 6th report

of the IPCC. In line with Paris Agreement, which reiterates the principle of equity and common but

diferentated responsibilites and respectve capabilites, additonal fnancing has to come from all

responsible stakeholders. However, several impediments are already known:

i) The mobilisaton of private actors is difcult because such fnancing is not proftable, contrary to

most of the mitgaton projects linked to clean energy generaton or industrial upgrade.

ii) The increase in public fnancing from developed countries is not sufcient. Indeed, internatonal

funds and bilateral aid remain limited and poorly focused: only 8 to 11% of the total tracked climate

fnance is dedicated to adaptaton, loss and damage3, and most vulnerable countries, especially in

Africa, are limitedly targeted. Disbursements for adaptaton remaining very limited compared to

mitgaton projects4, notably due to low grant to loan ratos and rigid rules. While the transitonal

commitee created at COP27 is working on identfying funding arrangements, including a fund, to

respond to loss and damage, the uninsured losses in developing countries are expected to amount

USD 200bn per year in 2030. 

iii) Resource mobilisaton by afected countries is too low, due to limited fscal instruments, tax cuts

and tax evasion or the lack of access to liquidity, which leads to prioritzaton of debt interest

payments over adaptaton and rebuilding beter afer extreme shocks in a context of very scarce

fscal space and risk of sovereign default.

iv) Especially in low-income countries, local capacity to absorb and deploy external funds is limited,

due to the lack of depth and breadth of local SMEs and companies to originate, deploy and maintain

2� Songwe V, Stern N, Bhatacharya A (2022) Finance for climate acton: Scaling up investment for climate and 
development.

3� Naran B, Connolly J, Rosane P, Wignarajah D, Wakaba E, Buchner B (2022) Global Landscape of Climate Finance: A 
Decade of Data 2011-2020.

4�Ateridge A, Savvidou G, Sadowski S, Gortana F, Meintrup L, and Dzebo A (2019) Aid Atlas. Period 2002-2019.



large infrastructure and adaptaton projects, the difculty for potental investors to assess the actual

risk which ofen leads to overestmaton and the lack of local expertse and technical skills to rebuild

beter afer extreme events.

2. Ratonale for solidarity contributons based on global fows against climate extreme events and

losses

Ahead of COP 28 and to feed in the works of the June Summit for a New Financial Pact, the One Planet Lab

was reactvated to work on an issue that has been litle explored in the economic literature: design

innovatve solutons to mobilize new sources of fnancing for adaptaton and loss and damage. 

These solutons could feed into a two-tered approach, dedicated to developing countries with reduced

budgetary capacites. A frst part of the amounts could be mobilised quickly for loss and damage (to reach

speed to face extreme weather events and their adverse efects) and the other part could fnance rebuilding

and adaptaton in the longer run (with a focus given to resilience and avoidance of repetton of crises). The

group does not aim to design the governance of such a two-tered approach, which could be discussed later

in internatonal negotatons, to determine the most efcient and transparent setng. 

The One Planet Lab has studied ways of putng to contribute global fows for global solidarity, to create

additonal solidarity contributons on internatonal and globalized fows. Since taxaton remains a sovereign

right, and on account of exemptons to internatonal taxatons, actors — both consumers and producers —

and goods involved in GHG emitng global fows are undertaxed, without sufcient incentves to reduce

these growing fows or internalise negatve externalites. As an example, OECD Pillar 1 deal exempted

extractve and fossil fuel companies from the global tax reallocaton scheme and Pillar 2 exempted shipping

companies from the minimal 15% global tax. Historic internatonal conventons also lead to total exemptons

of taxes on maritme and aviaton fuels. Natonal unilateral taxaton of global fows is hardly possible due

to the very nature of these fows. Circumventons, lobbies or difculty to tax fows between jurisdictons

hamper one-sided taxatons, which calls for coordinated internatonal acton. 

By suggestng the creaton of solidarity contributons based on global fows, the One Planet Lab invites the

involved stakeholders to partcipate at their level to global eforts towards a net-zero economy . Beter

than condemning globalizaton, the One Planet Lab acknowledges the necessity, in the short- to medium-

term, to make global fows contribute to the fnancing of adaptaton and loss and damage.

The contributon of global fows especially makes sense to fnance adaptaton as well as loss & damage.

Since loss & damage and adaptaton are underfunded issues where fnancing needs are supposed to spiral, it

is beter to target new sources. It also complements out current CBDR principle by including other actors,

mainly from the private sector, to the Global eforts, in order to respond to the urgency. This contributon

takes an efectve pathway and focuses on present and future issues, by targetng present and future fows.

It supplements expected schemes based on public and private insttutons, and acts as a solidarity

mechanism, so that current untaxed polluters — both consumers as well as producers — contribute for their

emissions.

Several optons are open to debate. This approach focusing on global fows has clear advantages:



 It does not contradict the principle of fscal sovereignty and is therefore easier to implement than

an internatonal tax, while putng to contributon globally traded goods, services and assets rather

than focusing on the natonal capacity to raise taxes on domestc individuals and companies ;

 It targets carbon fows that are poorly and unevenly taxed, in order to create an incentve for the

companies concerned to reduce GHG and promote their contributon to reduce the impacts of

climate change as responsible actors;

 It has very limited infatonary efects (and quasi none on consumers in developing and least

developed economies), as it proposes either voluntary contributons (on over-rents) or very low

rates of contributon (0,1% to 1% rates);

 It includes an idea of fairness and proportonality, as suggested contributons increase following the

level of consumpton and development. 

The politcal advantage in mobilizing the fows of globalizaton for climate emergency response is also to

create a sense of global solidarity across all humanity, with the basis for these contributons being

detached from natonal borders and domestc taxpayers. It could, therefore, beter mobilize global fows as

well as economic added value stemming from large emerging countries to the beneft of the most vulnerable

ones.

3. One Planet Lab suggestons and ideas for the June Summit

Seizing global fows that have the largest impact on GHG emissions is complex, as they rapidly moving and

involving plenty of actors across long and scatered supply chains. In this context, the One Planet Lab

recognizes that producers and consumers at both ends of global carbon fows should be contributng. By

targetng the whole value chain, from the extracton of fossil fuels to the trade of carbonated goods , the

majority of untaxed stakeholders that take part in the carbon use will partcipate in the fnancing of

adaptaton and loss & damage, and be incentvised to decarbonate.

 Putng to contributon the producton of fossil fuels

As a primary source of GHG emissions, the oil, gas and coal industries play a critcal role in delivering on

shared climate goals. Since the industrial revoluton, only 100 extant fossil fuel producers have emited 52%

of global industrial GHG emissions5. However, the extracton and producton industry of fossil fuels is a low

fnancial contributor, in partcular as we do not have a global carbon pricing mechanism. Exempted from the

OECD Pillar 1 reallocaton to market countries, fossil fuel industries are where budget erosion is the highest.

It is estmated that between 2000 and 2015, the African Contnent lost about USD 88bn due to capital fight

and illicit fnancial fows, mainly from the oil and gas industries6. In the afermath of the Russian atack on

Ukraine, the growing pressure from public opinion is stressing among other things the windfall profts

5� Grifn P (2017), The Carbon Majors Database. CDP

6� UNCTAD (2020), Tackling Illicit Financial Flows for Sustainable Development in Africa



earned by some oil, gas and coal companies. In this context, several major oil, gas and coal companies have

publicly indicated their ambiton to beter contribute to climate goals.

 The One Planet Lab proposes the introducton of a solidarity contributon on fossil fuels

producton. Ahead of COP28, it underlines the necessity to create a positve dynamic involving fossil

fuel producers. It is in the industry’s best interest to be encouraged to adapt its business model to

the global energy transiton. Several optons could be followed. The easiest would be a contributon

charged for each ton of coal, barrel of oil or cubic meter of gas extracted at a level that would

refect on how much CO2 is embedded in each ton of fossil fuel extracted. A $1 contributon per

barrel of oil and a $1 contributon per 100 m3 would respectvely generate around USD 30 and 40

billion per year. To ensure a sense of fairness and diferentaton according to the level of

development, i) contributon collected from developed and high-income developing countries could

be used to capitalise global funds to respond to Loss & Damages, while ii) administratons from

developing low-income countries would commit to allocate these additonal resources to natonal

adaptaton plans of loss & damage reserves. It should be clear that this measure is not a

replacement for a natonal carbon pricing scheme and will positvely contribute to greater fscal

revenues for developing and vulnerable countries, both directly and indirectly. To be efectve and

acceptable, it must go along with i) commitments to reduce fossil fuel subsidies as well as ii)

consistency with existng import tax on fossil fuels that some countries already apply.

 As an alternatve, the introducton of tarifs on the exports of fossil fuels is suggested, though the

governance would be more difcult to create, it could possibly increase infaton, and consequently

the solidarity would be less apparent. 

 A third opton would be the creaton of voluntary one-ofs solidarity contributons from fossil fuel

exporters and large State-owned companies, calculated on the revenues/turn-over related to

extractve actvites. Though it relies on the goodwill of oil exporters and large companies, a simple

0.1% contributon on the 10 largest oil exporters (in terms of revenues) would immediately levy USD

33 billion per year which could be useful for example as a derisking lever.

 Putng to contributon the maritme transportaton of goods

Despite accountng for 3% of greenhouse gas emissions, maritme transport is under-priced for its

externalites on a global scale. According to the OECD, almost half of the emissions in the OECD and G20 are

exempt from any form of contributon to carbon pricing, either directly (carbon tax or cap and trade) or

indirectly (excise dutes on fossil fuels such as fuel oil). The remaining emissions remain poorly taxed, with an

average price of around €5/tCO2 according to the OECD. At the same tme, the sector benefts from

favourable tax treatment on the revenues generated by these actvites. Internatonal shipping companies

beneft in many countries from a much more favourable proft tax regime, known as tonnage tax. In the

context of the incoming renewal of the Strategy of the Internatonal Maritme Organizaton (IMO):

 The One Planet Lab suggests, as a frst best, the introducton of an internatonal carbon tax or

excise duty on internatonal shipping actvity and linked to carbon emissions. It would be levied on

internatonal transport, at the point of flling the tanks, with a monitoring mechanism by the IMO . By

taxing the more than 1,000 MtCO2 emited annually by the sector, this global minimum tax could



in the long run generate up to USD 100bn per year. Part of tax funds would be reallocated to sector

decarbonaton, as an incentve to adopt cleaner technologies, while another part would be directed

to the fnancing of adaptaton and loss and damage, following modalites and a rato to be defned.

To avoid any free-riding, eligibility to receive loss and damage support should be reserved to

countries that implement the carbon contributon.

 The One Planet Lab acknowledges that given the decision-making mechanisms at IMO, a second

best could be to start with a regional agreement on this taxaton with a critcal mass of willing

countries that would then be sufcient to trigger a virtuous dynamic, and the current negotatons at

the IMO is seen as an opportunity. To ensure a level playing feld, a mechanism would have to be

devised to deal with countries that do not apply the measure. Only countries that are party to the

agreement would be allowed to beneft from the fund provided by this tax. At the same tme, and in

order to avoid double pricing, a linkage with the EU ETS or other natonal systems would be

necessary

 Putng to contributon the transportaton of fossil fuels

The maritme transportaton of energy, mainly through tankers is not subject to taxaton and is, therefore,

not incentvised to shif its business model. There were 8,883 oil tankers worldwide in 2021, presentng high

benefts while not contributng to the fnancing of global common goods.

 The One Planet Lab suggests the introducton of a solidarity contributon on tankers, as a conditon

for access to insurance. It would be a similar conceptual model to the one of the price cap imposed

on Russian exported oil agreed by the G7. With a limited number of companies, this contributon has

a high fscal potental and could be easily implemented. The contributon should remain low, in order

to avoid an increase in energy costs and afect the trade compettveness of the countries from

which the energy originates, which are ofen developing countries. Expected amount of additonal

resources will therefore remain limited.


